CLEAN serves as a hub for the Danish cleantech ecosystem and we connect our stakeholders with relevant
partners. CLEAN facilitates the partnerships and you become part of a strong network across various
industries in Denmark. We organize events where you can meet the leading players in Denmark within the
different technological areas and will be updated on the latest knowledge in your specific area of expertise.
Members of CLEAN consist of private companies, knowledge institutions and public authorities. CLEAN aims
to facilitate projects and activities between our members with the purpose of creating innovative solutions.
CLEAN has almost 200 members who represents the Danish cleantech industry.
CLEAN works within four focus areas:


Smart Energy (Infrastructure, Energy Efficiency, Industrial Electronics, etc.)
CLEAN works with both energy production and energy efficiency, but with a main focus on energy
efficiency since CLEAN’s members specialize in this particular area. We run the Innovation Network
for Smart Energy, Industrial Energy-Partnership and the Green Industry Growth project.



Smart City (Big Data, IoT, Urban Solutions, Censor Technology, Atomization, etc.)
The Smart City concept is a new global mega-trend and can be defined as a collective term for
solutions that support core functions using new information- and communication technologies that
makes e.g. management of the city possible through the collection and processing of data on
behaviour, traffic, consumption and supply.



Environment (Soil, Water Supply, Circular Economy, Drones, Waste, Recycling, etc.)
Denmark has a long tradition of adopting high environmental requirements and standards, and
Danish companies are at the forefront of environmental technology. CLEAN’s efforts are
particularly focused on the Danish strongholds in waste management, but also water, air
purification and soil remuneration.



Internationalization (Financing, Project Scoping, Feasibility Studies, Solution-based sale, etc.)
Danish cleantech is recognized worldwide, and cities, utilities, etc. are looking to Denmark to
explore green solutions. The Danish exports are generally strong, but there is a great potential to

increase Danish companies’ international market share through increased cooperation and socalled “solution-based sales,” where companies in consortia provide solutions rather than
individual components.
Benefits:
 Access to CLEAN members
 Knowledge about the Danish cleantech industry
 Access to projects and networks
Innovation Network for Environmental Technology (Inno-MT) aims to create growth and jobs in the
environmental technology sector by supporting the development of new environmental technologies. It is
an offer to individuals who works in companies within the environmental sector, and want to be part of an
active network. Inno-MT works within four disciplines:





Clean air technology
Efficient use of resources
Water treatment- and water supply
Ground resources and carbon cycling

Innovation Network for Smart Energy (Inno-SE) aims to create growth and jobs in the sector of energy
technology by supporting the development of new energy solutions and technologies. Inno-SE is connecting
knowledge institutions and companies with the aim to meet energy policy objectives, while creating
growth, innovation and employment in energy efficiency and intelligent energy systems. Inno-SE facilitates
the conversion of knowledge into concrete value. This is done through:




Effective matchmaking that triggers our members' commercial potential
Identifying synergies with other sectors, which will add value to projects
Ensuring corporate access to export markets and knowledge about end users' needs

Clean Solutions aims to increase the export of Danish green solutions by delivering innovative integrated
package solutions for infrastructural projects, energy, water, waste and smart cities. We have developed a
set of tools to support your business and help you succeed with a solution-based sale. Clean Solutions helps
develop the project and ensures the right team of local, Danish and international partners.

YES, I WANT A NEW STAMP ON MY ICN PASSPORT!

I'll use the CLEAN’s offices,
attend their activities as a
member, and meet their key
business contacts!

